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Description

While trying to clone the report template via API call it gets only renamed and new record is not added.

```
[DEBUG 2018-11-01T16:24:40 API] Params: {
  "report_template" => {
    "name" => "Cloned report"
  },
  "name" => "Cloned report"
}
  "id" => 142,
  "name" => "Cloned report",
  "template" => "<%#
name: Registered hosts
snippet: false
model: ReportTemplate
require:
  - plugin: katello
    version: 3.9.0
-%>
<%- load_hosts(search: '', includes: [:operatingsystem,:subscriptions,:fact_values,:fact_names,:applicable_errata,:applicable_rpms]).each_record do |host| %->
<%- report_row(
          'Name': host.name,
          'Ip': host.ip,
          'Operating System': host.operatingsystem,
          'Subscriptions': host_subscriptions(host),
          'Applicable Errata': host_applicable_errata_ids(host),
          'Owner': host.owner,
          'Kernel': host.facts['kernelrelease'],
          'Latest kernel available': host_latest_applicable_rpm_version(host, 'kernel')
        ) %->
<%- end %->
<%= report_render %>

```

It is caused by using the `clone` method in the controller. Since Rails 4 it seems to behave differently and the `dup` should be used instead.

Some more details can be found in e.g. [https://medium.com/@raycent/ruby-clone-vs-dup-8a49b295f29a](https://medium.com/@raycent/ruby-clone-vs-dup-8a49b295f29a)
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